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"As a Project Manager, I appreciate not only the coverage Groff and Jones have given to each system but also how they have impressed upon the viewer the linkage between systems.  This book extends learning opportunities in many ways and from top to bottom it assumes nothing.  Each chapter is written to provide a general knowledge and combines data-intensive index models with scenario-based techniques." 
 Sandi Owen, Business Analyst 

FileNet is the world's leading enterprise content management system. More than 3,700 organizations worldwide have implemented FileNet systems to provide content management services that are scalable, highly available, and provide strong disaster recovery capabilities. 

Unfortunately, despite an open and modular design that runs on the majority of enterprise computing platforms, FileNet's products suffer from a dearth of independently produced knowledge resources. This book has been written to fill that information void and provide wider understanding of this complex and powerful set of products to enterprise level decision makers, project managers, and technicians.
It answers questions such as:
¨ How can I be sure that FileNet provides an adequate ROI?
¨ What critical business problems can be solved with FileNet?
¨ What should I expect in contract negotiations with FileNet?
¨ How can I deploy a FileNet system quickly and effectively?
¨ What is the basic architecture of FileNet?
¨ How do I integrate FileNet with other vital systems?

This book gives you the information you need to understand and maximize the benefits FileNet offers any business.

Todd R. Groff and Thomas P. Jones are consultants with IBM's Business Consulting Services.  They are the authors of Introduction to Knowledge Management.  Groff and Jones have spent their entire careers designing, developing, and applying DM and imaging tools and processes to revolutionize key information management functions for some of the world's largest Fortune 500 companies.     

       About the Author
   Todd Groff is a Consultant with IBMs Business Consulting Services, having worked in high technology industries for over 15 years. He is responsible for the identification of information access, retrieval and distribution needs while leading a consulting team in the design, implementation and integration of systems.  Recent client work involves developing and applying KM tools and processes to both backend administration and critical line of business functions.  Successes have included strategic recruiting, data capture operations, and HR Information Systems.  All of these areas benefited from the sharing of knowledge and the technology developed by merging multiple centers of expertise.
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Alternative Energy Sources (Green Energy and Technology)Springer, 2012

	Alternative Energy Sources is designed to give the reader, a clear view of the role each form of alternative energy may play in supplying the energy needs of the human society in the near future (20-50 years).


	The two first chapters on "energy demand and supply" and "environmental effects," set the tone as to...
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OS X Mountain Lion Pocket GuideO'Reilly, 2012

	
	
		OS X was first released to the public over a decade ago as Mac
	
		OS X Beta (code-named Kodiak). The decade after that saw
	
		Mac OS X go from an interesting oddity unsuited to daily work
	
		to a usable operating system with little third-party support to
	
		everything most people want out of an operating system and a...
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Elementary Computability, Formal Languages, and AutomataPrentice Hall, 1981

	This book is an introduction to theoretical computer science emphasizing two interrelated areas: the theory of computability {how to tell whether problems are algorithmically solvable) and the theory of formal languages (how to design and use special languages, as for algorithms). Automata {idealized computer devices) are used as precise...
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The Elements of C++ StyleCambridge University Press, 2002
As commercial developers of software components, we always
strive to have good, consistent style throughout our
code. Since source code is usually included in our final products,
our users often study our code to learn not just how the
components work, but also how to write good software.

This fact ultimately led to...
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C++ High Performance: Boost and optimize the performance of your C++17 codePackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Write code that scales across CPU registers, multi-core, and machine clusters

	
		Key Features

		
			Explore concurrent programming in C++
	
			Identify memory management problems
	
			Use SIMD and STL containers for performance improvement


	
		Book...
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Enterprise JavaBeans Component Architecture: Designing and Coding Enterprise ApplicationsPrentice Hall, 2002
Proven techniques and patterns for enterprise development.

	Design guidelines for EJB 2.0 component architecture
	Powerful patterns for enterprise application design
	Extensive real-world code examples
	Covers every type of component, including message-driven beans


This...
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